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Hello and welcome to Volume 2 Issue 22 of the treesponsibility newsletter.  I know that you will be thinking 
that they are a bit like busses – you wait for ages and then two arrive in close succession – but you have Doug 
Edmondson of the Woodland Trust to thank.  He asked me to put together an end of (financial) year edition, 
and since the WT are a key funder for treesponsibility (we would not have reached our 18th without them!),  
I was glad to oblige – particularly as loads has been happening in the past month.

To begin with, many thanks to everyone who turned up to our scaling-up meetings (see picture below).  
When we called the first meeting we were expecting maybe a dozen or so people to turn up (if we were 
lucky), but amazingly over 40 people piled into the Trades Club, eager to help.  We were a bit overwhelmed!  
At the end of the session, it seemed like a good idea to reconvene a couple of weeks later to discuss things 
in more detail, with topic groups covering Natural Flood Management, campaigning, the Middle Calder 
area, and a friends of treesponsibility group.  Loads of good stuff came from the meetings – things are being 
progressed at Langfield common, there is energy to set up a new volunteer team for the Middle Calder, the 
SOURCE will get a website (thanks Raj), and new people  got involved in the catchment action plan process.  
It has also been great to see new local faces at our recent plantings.  Thank you all.

I have to admit to being a bit exhausted at the moment, because the last few months since the flood have 
been a quite intense.   Treesponsibility is the lead partner in the SOURCE, and we had begun working on an  
integrated catchment management plan for the Upper Calder back in December, emphasising that we wanted 
a multi-functional  approach which would link into the wider Aire and Calder catchment plan.  Pulling 
this plan together has been quite a thing, involving a working group visit to the Colden catchment with 
Nick Odoni and Mick Potter from Pickering,  a canal working group day, and a joint session  in Todmorden 
with Ailsa Henderson from the Aire and Calder catchment partnership. I am extremely pleased to be able 
report that the plan is now completed  (see p 12-15).  Hurrah!    We have also done some work towards the 
Middle Calder plan (essentially downstream from Hebden as far as Brighouse), although treesponsibility is 
not leading on this. Anyone who is interested in contributing to the Middle Calder plan is invited to a 
workshop at  St. Paul’s Church in Sowerby Bridge, on Wednesday 27th April from 7-9 p.m.

Finally, treesponsibility has hit the big time media style, with an appearance on the National BBC breakfast 
show.  We were pictured working on tree-planting to stabilise the landslip at Meadow’s  Edge, as part of a 
wider report on Natural Flood Management.  Bear was most outraged to be asked to get out of bed at 5.30,  
because they wanted us live. Of course, our newly acquired celebrity status will not change us a bit – although 
we will gladly supply autographs on request!

xx Dongria



Christina writes....

Hi folks,  I am the person who answers your email and telephone enquiries about tree planting events as 
part of my job as volunteer coordinator. It was me who had the unhappy task of breaking the news of the 
cancellation of our 18th birthday tree planting about which we were all, quite frankly, gutted.   We had 
really been looking forward to the weekend because, as well as many new volunteers from the Scaling Up 
in February, we were expecting old friends from Nottingham who, as part of Earth First, had helped plant 
Midgelden Wood, our first and very challenging big site, way back in 2001.   We were also very excited about 
the new site, Lodge Farm - situated on the Burnt Acres hillside just  above where the valley side begins its 
steep decline to the canal bank.  It’s  a perfect site in terms of strategic  planting for flood alleviation because it 
will intercept surface water run-off above the sewerage works at Eastwood.
 
I woke on the morning, looking out in disbelief onto deep snow, and thinking “this is not meant to happen!”  
At 2 o’clock  we convened in the ‘Sauce’ cafe on the square in Hebden Bridge. Kate from Lodge Farm had sent 
us this photo showing six inches of snow on the site and told us that, based on past experience, it would be 
three days before it cleared. The camping barn at Height Gate would clearly be inaccessible, so, reluctantly, we 
made the decision to cancel. The fact that by Saturday afternoon after glorious sunshine the snow had all but 
gone only made the whole thing worse. He Ho, stuff happens as they say.   

Fortunately, we did have another celebration to look forward to.  Our party at the Trades Club on the 
following Wednesday was a great success and we want to say a huge thank you to Ursula for her wonderful 
story, the Hill Millies for their clog dancing, local band Snow Bones who played a  great set, and DJ Scott Hub 
who  - as per usual – got the joint jumping.

We still haven’t had a birthday cake with candles though, so we are planning to put matters right at our 
AUTUMN GATHERING on 14-16th October, at Height Gate Camping barn.  
Please put the date in your diaries now, and we look forward to seeing you all there.

Treesponsibility’s 18th Birthday.
For the past 10 years or so, treesponsibility has been celebrating its birthday with a planting weekend in early 
March, and this year we were hoping for an extra special one for our 18th.  However, it was not to be....



Something for everyone to do
One of the things I find most enjoyable about 
treesponsibility is organising mixed -age/ mixed-ability 
planting events.

The group with the greatest age range, is still the 
Manchester Quakers, who have been coming out 
regularly one afternoon a year since 2001.    (Veteran 
planter Jonathon Dale is pictured centre).  More recently, 
though, we have had a greater number of families joining 
us for our residential events -  Leona’s 30th birthday tree-
planting weekend springs to mind, as well as the recent 
Plan B and friends housing cooperative reunion.    People 
who first came and planted with us as students want to 
keep on coming, and bring their kids too.

We want the tree planting to be as safe and accessible 
as possible, and with small children involved that takes 
forethought and preparation. The treesponsibility crew 
work on the site in advance, screefing and tree-staking 
some of the site so it is ready for the lighter tasks of 
planting, mulching and tubing.  When the group arrives 
they are divided into a team to continue this preparation 
work (the strongest and fittest), and a planting team 
(with all the children).  The advantages are twofold – 
youngsters are working at a safe distance from people 
wieding heavy tools (mattocks and bars) and  everyone is 
playing an equally important role; though some tasks are 
more physically demanding than others, they are all vital 
for the survival of the trees.   

This year we have been very short of our preferred 
mulching material (newspaper and hessian), so we have 
started to use straw as an alternative.  One unplanned 
benefit of this is that mulching is lots easier, which means 
that very young people can actually do a useful job (see 
photo of Saren below).

Finally I should mention that the baby pictured at the 
top of the page is my grandchild, Eva Somerfield, aged 
one and a half.  It was great to spend some time planting 
with her (and the other granny) at ShoreFold earlier this 
Spring.  I cannot honestly say that she was a huge amount 
of help, but she enjoyed it, and sometimes passed us the 
deer tubes when needed.  Start ‘em young I say!



Our Work with Schools

‘Making a good job of it’:  Children from Scout Road School planting near the Millennium Beacon 
Mytholmroyd. The children not only planted 75 trees but walked from their school up a very steep track to 

the tree planting site. The support of class teacher Gina who set the pace is greatly valued

Over the years we have worked with thousands of school children. Children love tree planting often giving 
the trees they plant names. It is not unusual to hear comments such as, ‘This is the best school trip ever’ 
or,  ‘this is better than Blackpool.’ We think it is important that children learn about the value of trees in the 
landscape, particularly the alleviation of the flood risk and the importance of looking after our rivers  
and catchments. 

We were lucky enough this year to again  receive a community grant from Hebden Royd Town Council for 
tree planting with Hebden Royd children.  This funded work with Riverside School, Hebden Royd School, 
Scout Road school in Mytholmroyd, the Home Education Group, Hebden Royd Cubs and Scouts, Colden 
School, Stubbings and Wadsworth Old Town.  We have also worked with  Old Earth school from Elland 
who have been coming out ever since their teacher Michael saw us in the newspaper when we were made 
Community Foundation for Calderdale Project of the Year in 2008



Treesponsibility Outstanding Service Awards 2016

Group organiser of the year 

The GAPS group (pictured here at Higher House Barn, Cragg Vale) have been coming out for tree-planting residentials 
for eight years now. In the first year they were all students at Manchester University and all part of the Gardening and 
Permaculture Society. Now they are dispersed around the country, and the tree-planting has become an annual reunion 
(although not everyone comes every time and they always bring new people along too).  None of this would have 
happened without Sonia  doing the (considerable) background work of getting everyone together year after year.  We 
are very grateful to her.

Young planter of the year – Freddie

In general, when preschool children  “help” things take just that little bit longer, so it 
was a real delight to work with Freddie at Croft House Farm during Leona’s birthday 
tree planting weekend.  When people first arrived at site there was a bit of a chill 
wind, and I was concerned that the kids would not enjoy themselves, but thankfully 
they settled down and got stuck into the planting, none more so than 4 year old 
Freddie.  We got into a really good rythmn of working together as a pair, planting 15 
trees within the space of half an hour, with Freddie dropping the trees into the holes 
I made, and trotting off to get the spirals and mulch mats for me just when I needed 
them. I was most impressed.

Most  hospitable landowners ever - Helen and Colin, from Raw Hey

During the whole 18 years of treesponsibility we have never been hosted so royally 
as at Raw Hey.  Every time we came, the table in their kitchen would be groaning 
with food – salads, baked potatoes, pasta dishes, breads and dips.  We were quite sad 
when we finished the site in March.

The photo shows Helen and Colin in February this year feeding young people from 
the Woodcraft Folk District Fellows and Students from the International College for 
Co-operation and Development near Hull who joined us for the day.

Line Manager of the year – Charles Forman (EA)

To be fair, there is no competion for this one, as Charles is our only line manager, 
but alas, he is shortly to be replaced and will be a very hard act to follow.  Charles has 
been a great ally, and has worked tirelessly promoting the SOURCE project within 
the agency and helping us to keep going through thick and thin.   

We will really miss him.







Every time it floods there is a chorus of voices saying “this 
wouldn’t happen if the drains were maintained/the river 
was dredged every year” and  some poor official from the 
EA has to stand up and patiently explain that our drainage 
system capacity is designed for everyday use, not peak flow 
during floods, and there is no point dredging the channel if 
there is a pinch-point lower downstream.  I suspect it will 
ever be thus.   My response to the dredgers is to agree with 
part of their argument – yes, soils and rubble DO reduce 
river capacity (as well as smothering the gravels where fish 
can spawn) – BUT the best way to deal with this is through 
proper landscape scale stewardship.  We need to keep the 
soil on the hillsides and out of the river channels and drains.

BlackBark’s fascine work has been tried and tested.  The 
picture opposite shows a shale slide at South Grain farm 
which they treated three years ago – it is now a mossy 
banking.  Re-establishing vegetation has the additional benefit 
of “slowing the flow”.

As I mentioned in the submission to the flood 
commission, there are a range of actions which can 
help to deal with soil erosion (balsam control/clough 
woodland management/riverbank stabilisation with 
living willow, etc.) but one very important thing is 
to carry out prompt action to deal with and stabilise 
landslips after a flooding event before further rainfall 
transports the soil into the drainage systems below.

The landslide opposite occurred on Boxing Day at 
my friend Boris’s house, and as soon as we heard 
about it we called in SOURCE partners Black-Bark to 
come and have a look.   

Black-bark are a woodland management co-
operative, and in the course of their work they 
generate brash which is an ideal resource for erosion 
control.  It can be processed into tight bundles called 
fascines which are then pegged into the ground 
across the contour to stabilise the soils.  

After this work had been done, we followed on and 
planted strong deep rooted trees (oak and alder 
are best) just above the fascines.  Their roots can 
penetrate the clay layer below the top soil, helping to 
increase infiltration and prevent future mud slips.

Erosion Control



We are great fans of living willow revetments using 
locally coppiced viminalis.  They are cheap to 
install, strong and quick to grow.   

The revetments will get better year on year with 
minimal maintenance – a quick trim every couple 
of years or so will provide additional material to 
add to the slowing the flow feature.

This established living willow revetment at Midgelden 
helped stabilise a shale slide, which would otherwise 
have continued to deposit large amounts of materials 
into the river bed below.

Willow rods are woven in and out of 2 foot willow 
cuttings, which will take root, giving the structure 
strength and stability.

Here at Croft House Farm  a living willow revetment 
is designed to catch  storm water run off from a track 
above. Since its installation, the landowners have 
remarked that it is proving really effective.

24 hours after a heavy rainfall event this willow 
revetment at Upper Strines Farm is still retaining 
some of the stormwater.

NFM Installations.



A field drain is diverted into a pond at Laneside 
farm, Blackshaw Head.  The landowner can reduce 
the pond level in advance of an incoming storm 
front, and when the pond does overflow the water 
is diverted into a tree-plantation which provides 
infiltration.  

Features such as these across the whole catchment 
could provide significant flood water storage.  It 
cost £500 to install.

Wooden leaky dams are appropriate  in-stream 
interventions for small upland brooks and ditches.  
This one here is at North Midgelden Farm.  It does 
not affect the normal flow of the brook, but retains 
flood water.

Planting hedges across contours helps stop soils 
slipping, as well as providing a resource for birds.

A riparian buffer strip at Acre Nook.  Excluding sheep 
will help to minimise erosion, and the trees will help 
stabilise banksides and slow the flow.

Woodland management in river valleys can 
provide woody debris and materials for leaky 
dams.  This one here was installed by Drew Marsh 
at Hardcastle Craggs.












